Spring 2019
Since 1947...
inter-generational camps for
Unitarian Universalists, their
friends, and families.
The Mission of Eliot Institute is to create and support an inclusive community of celebration, friendship,
exploration, relaxation, and joy for Unitarian Universalists, their families, and friends.

President's Letter
One of the things I love about Eliot is that it teaches me to be a better person. In
particular, Eliot challenges me to more fully consider how our collective actions as
Elisa Wells
an intentional community can contribute to making the world a better place. And,
President, Eliot Board of Directors
being a part of the Eliot community has helped me grow an appreciative heart for
the talents and gifts of others—it certainly takes a multi-talented village to create
such magical camps! I offer a few thoughts on both of these issues from a Board perspective.
Reflecting on how our intentional community can grow a better world, I wanted to share with you some of the
work the Board has been doing on the issue of racial equity and inclusion. This is a big, complex issue—one that
cannot be adequately described in a few words in this newsletter, but I’ll try to give you a sense of why the Board
has chosen to examine how it applies to Eliot Institute and what we are starting to do about it.
Those of you who attend a UU church or read UU World will have heard the term “white supremacy.” My initial
reaction to this term was that it only applied to white nationalists, and I was confused by why the UUA was using
it in reference to our congregations. Upon further learning, I now understand that it applies to me (and all of us)
because we are all inherently shaped by the structural racism of our society, which prioritizes and benefits
whiteness. As an organization that was built within this society, Eliot Institute therefore also inherently prioritizes
whiteness. I don’t mean to say this in a blaming way—it is what it is. But, I do want to call attention to how our
treasured traditions and the very privilege we enjoy in attending camp have been shaped by longstanding
societal inequities.
As a Board, we are starting the process of understanding how this issue affects the Eliot experience and
examining what we can do moving forward to bring more equity and inclusion to our camps.
Last spring, campers Cecelia Hayes and Rev. Samaya Oakley provided the Board with an introduction
to the concepts of equity and inclusion, and we voted to establish a task force to further study this issue.
Prior to our January retreat, the Board read White Fragility by Robin DiAngelo to educate ourselves, and
then discussed the book at our retreat. (click HERE for a short version of the content)
We also invited the Rev. Kathryn Bert to lead a half-day workshop for us on multiculturalism and the
intercultural development continuum.

As a result of these activities, we have begun to identify issues for further assessment. An overarching goal is to
be intentional about understanding and mitigating bias within the Eliot community and programs. At camp this
year, I hope you will look for opportunities to discuss this issue with your Board Representative and other
campers and, at August camp, open yourselves to learning from the speakers on this topic. If you are interested
in learning more about the Equity and Inclusion Task Force, please contact Ian Schurr.
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President's Letter, continued

Spring 2019

Lastly, in the spirit of appreciation for gifts of talent, I would like to say a huge thank you to outgoing Board
members Carrie Glenn, Job Rabinowitz, and John Lancaster. All three have given generously of their time and
talent and we are stronger for their contributions. And, incoming Board members Rachelle Lee, Alex Koerger,
Samaya Oakley, and Karen Valbuena have done the deep dive and are already making significant contributions
to committees and special initiatives of the Board. I also want to share a special appreciation for our staff—Bev
Hesterberg (Administrator), Elizabeth Weber (our new Executive Secretary), and Renee Palermo
(Bookkeeper/Assistant Registrar), all of whom work to make everything run smoothly and professionally. Thank
you, all!
As a July and Creative Arts Eliot camper, I only know a subset of the Eliot camper universe, though I am
responsible to all of you in my role on the Board. Please feel free to reach out to me directly with your ideas for
making Eliot Institute even more amazing than it already is.

In service to the Eliot community,
Elisa Wells, President of the Eliot Board

Administrator's Corner
I’m delighted to introduce Eliot’s newest staff member to our team. Elizabeth
Weber has joined us as Executive Secretary, and she is an absolute delight to
work with. Members of the UU church in Eugene, Oregon, Elizabeth and her
Bev Hesterberg
son, Ben, began attending July Eliot in 2013 and Elizabeth jumped right in to
Eliot Institute Administrator
volunteer her time. That first year she worked hard to help organize the auction,
and since then she’s worked with Marcia Waugh to fine-tune the job description for the then-new
staff position of Golf Cart Coordinator. Her attention to detail and concern for camper safety
really stood out. She’s already proved herself invaluable as we work to make sure our online
documentation and records are complete, accurate, and properly organized. We are truly
fortunate to have her working closely with the Eliot Board.

Thanks for the Music During Winter Eliot, Jason Shelton, UU Minister and composer, so inspired Marcia and
Jim Stephenson that they decided to see if they could gather enough donations to fund a “Thanks for the Music”
brick as part of Seabeck’s New Pines Capital Campaign. Their thought was to honor Jason’s work and to honor
and memorialize those Elioteers who have brought us so many magical musical moments. We still haven’t
reached the amount needed for the brick, so if you’d like to contribute, please send a check, made out to “Seabeck
Conference Center” to me (2628 31st Avenue W; Seattle WA 91899).
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Administrator's Corner, continued
Update on Seabeck’s New Pines Capital Campaign: IF all goes as planned, next year at this time we’ll be
eagerly awaiting our first Eliot camp experience in the New Pines building!! I’m so excited I could burst. All twenty
of the new sleeping rooms can be reached without climbing a single step, and they all have private bathrooms.
Plus, we’ll be getting an excellent new meeting space that’s just a bit larger than the current Pines, an additional
meeting room that’ll look back toward the serene Seabeck woods, and several cozy conversation nooks. However,
this paragraph did start with an “IF,” and we need your help to turn “if” to “when.” Currently, Seabeck has
$1,300,000 raised or pledged by groups and individuals who use the conference center. Foundation and other
grants should bring in about $800,000; that leaves $900,000 of our $3,000,000 goal that still needs to come from
folks like us who love Seabeck. If you’ve delayed making your pledge to the campaign, please do so now. If
you’ve already made a donation, thank you!, and please consider making an additional gift. In mid-July, the
Seabeck board will make the decision whether or not to start construction, so we need those pledges in soon. You
can make your donation or pledge by following this link: New Pines Donation. Let’s make pigs fly!

Other UU Camp and Conference experiences in the Pacific Northwest. Good news! If you’re looking for more
camp choices, or this year’s Eliot camps don’t fit into your schedule, I’ve recently heard about a couple of options:
Amanda Radak, Events Coordinator for the Pacific Western Region (PWR) of the UUA, let me know that they will
be offering a high school level summer camp, called Camp Blue Boat, near Spokane the week of June 30-July 6. It
looks amazing! Another option is at Indralaya on Orcas Island from June 26-30. J. Tyson Casey, who holds a
Master of Arts in Social Change degree from Starr King, will be leading a workshop on Power & Leadership.

Earlybird rates now in effect for Winter Eliot! You'll find prices for Winter Eliot on our website
(https://www.eliotinstitute.org/registration-fees). Beginning October 1, these prices will go up by $20/camper, so
sign up soon and save!
Registration for summer camps and Winter Eliot is online at
www.eliotinstitute.org. Click on the big blue button to register, and
you're on your way!
See you at camp,
Bev Hesterberg
EliotRegistrar@gmail.com / 206-395-8111 / www.eliotinstitute.org
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Winter Camp 2018 Highlights
Winter Eliot ’18 was a grand success this year breaking a new record for attendance. A total of 187 campers
joined us at beautiful Seabeck for a special presenter, Jason Shelton, UU minister and songwriter extraordinaire.
He spoke on how UU music and hymns have evolved over time and why our music is more important than ever
to tell our story, to bond us to one another across all dimensions of diversity, and to reach out to others so they
will feel included in our musical culture and want to be part of our
movement, especially in these dark times. Jason volunteered to direct
the Eliot Choir, which was likely the largest ensemble in our history (by
far), and it was a joy to sing Jason’s songs and share his beautiful
harmonies with the group. Mild weather added to the good spirits and
positive energy and made it, as our esteemed Registrar will tell you,
“the very BEST way to spend New Year’s.” I urge you all to consider
adding Winter Eliot to your plans for next year and thereafter. It is a
stirring combination of both revelry and poignant introspection that you
will not want to miss!
Carrie Glenn, Board Representative at Winter Eliot

Progress on the Eliot Covenant
As many of you know, the Board has been developing a covenant for Eliot Institute—a
promise we make to each other about how we want to be when we come together in
community. Many thanks to all of you who provided feedback on our first draft, either by
participating in a Zoom call with Board members or through Survey Monkey. We have
used your feedback to revise and shorten the initial draft. You can see the progress
here. The Board will make final changes to this draft at its April meeting and present the
covenant for camper approval in conjunction with the Board elections that take place this
summer (at camps and by email for Winter Eliot campers). Thank you for your thoughtful
participation in this process!
Job Rabinowitz, Joan Sandberg, and Elisa Wells
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Grow Eliot '19
Hello Elioteers!
As we think about the good things in our lives, our Eliot
experience ranks high: community, music, love, learning,
renewal, and lifetime memories.
Your Eliot Board’s vision to support Eliot includes a
Scholarship Fund (enables Elioteers to attend camp), an
Operations Fund (supports our annual strategic plan), and
an Opportunity Fund (creates a stronger foundation for our
long-term financial future), all without increasing camp
registration fees.

Over the past 4 years, our annual Grow Eliot campaign has bloomed from $2,775 (in 2015, with 24 donors) to
$10,190 (in 2018, with 41 donors) - and we hope to surpass those numbers in 2019.
Please help further Eliot’s mission and ensure a bright future for all of us with your tax deductible donation.
April 19-22 is our 4-day fund raiser, held once per year. You can use this link to donate online:
http://www.eliotinstitute.org/donate or you can mail donations to the address at the end of the newsletter.
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR GENEROSITY!
Your Eliot Fund Raising Committee

Why I am an Eliot donor…..
“The welcoming community that Eliot encourages is rare, and I
am grateful to have experienced it as I’ve grown up. Eliot has
given me the opportunity to meet individuals of all ages who have
influenced where I attended college, the career I’ve selected, and
the way I navigate the world. I hope that others have the chance
to experience this intentional community, and I thank all who
have contributed their time to make Eliot what it is today."
-- Althea Dillon
Althea Dillon
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Strategic Initiative Updates
In 2016 the Eliot Board developed a 5-year Strategic
Plan focusing on three areas: Camper Diversity,
Enhanced Programming and Creative Arts Camp
Vibrancy and Sustainability. Below is an update on
our progress.
Camper Diversity: The objective of this initiative is to
“Increase Eliot outreach through congregational and
socio-economic camper diversity” by offering free
Eliot camps to families from congregations not
represented or underrepresented in our current
camper population. Families were broadly defined as
individuals or couples, with or without children. UU

Ministers and Directors of Religious Education from the Pacific Northwest District (including British Columbia) were
contacted and asked to nominate families who might have financial or other needs preventing them from otherwise
attending Eliot camps. The success metric was to provide one-time financial incentives to attend camp for 25 new
families from 2016–2020. The Board is proud to say the program has been doing well. Last year, 3 families
(including 6 adults and 8 children) attended camp under this initiative. This year, 6 families are registered for camps
(8 adults and 11 children). We are extremely grateful to all the UU Ministers and DREs who’ve helped identify
families to receive the Eliot experience.
Enhanced Programming: Our enhanced programming strategic initiative aims to continuously improve the quality
and variety of programming offered at camp, with a focus on both youth programming and featured speakers. For
instance, funding supported selected youth in getting Youth Chaplain training, letting them know about UU events in
their community, and encouraging them to take an active role in the programming at our incredible camps. Funds
were also used to attract more highly sought after speakers and to allow for more interaction between speakers and
small group facilitators before camp, which was seen to be particularly important in advance of this year’s August
topic of multiculturalism.
Creative Arts Eliot: The Creative Arts Eliot strategic initiative has accomplished its goal of ensuring the vibrancy
and sustainability of this new camp. Our metric of having 100 campers by 2019 has been easily achieved and
surpassed (we had 123 campers in 2018!) through region-wide outreach, word of mouth from satisfied campers,
and close collaboration with the CAE program committee, which has worked hard to create a fun and successful
camp. Based on the rich variety of program offerings and positive camper evaluations, we anticipate this camp will
continue to grow and thrive.
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Let's Start a Conversation
In the wake of the #MeToo movement the topic of consent has been brought to
the forefront of popular culture. As a society we are re-examining the ways we
think and talk about sexual assault and the meaning of consent. Your Board has
been discussing this as well. While consent for sexual activity is the focus of the
#MeToo movement, consent can also apply to platonic, non-sexual touch. The

Karen Valbuena
VP Marketing/Communications

youth and adults involved with UU youth conferences are very familiar with this concept and have been including
this form of consent in their policies for years. Eliot Institute does not. As we begin to explore this idea as a
community, we encourage you to give some thought to the following questions:

1) What does consent mean to you?
2) Why is consent important to you?
3) Why would consent at Eliot be important to you?
Karen Valbuena, VP and Chair, Consent Task Force

Committee Updates
I love Eliot! How can I contribute to this wonderful community
outside of camp?
We’re glad you asked! The camps are made possible by the hard work and
dedication of staff, board members and volunteers throughout the year.
Consider volunteering on a committee as a way to get involved and give
back to the Eliot Community. Several of the committees below are looking
for new members. Let us know of your interest by emailing:
eliotregistrar@gmail.com. We welcome your time and talents.
Communications & Marketing Committee
Ever wonder who puts together the Spring and Fall newsletters? (Hint: It’s
not Bev.) That is actually one of the responsibilities of this committee. We
provide communication between the Eliot Board or Registrar and the
existing Eliot community about the work of the board, and any changes
made to camp activities or policies. Our marketing and outreach work
focuses on increasing the number of new campers and maximizing the
number of returning campers. We produce two newsletters each year, create flyers about upcoming camps, and
explore creative ways to get the word out about Eliot. We are looking for some new members. Enthusiasm about
Eliot is a must. Bonus if you have editing skills, graphic arts skills, or marketing and communication experience,
but it’s not required. Sound interesting? Perhaps even “spark joy”? Let’s talk.
Karen Valbuena, Chair
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Committee Updates, continued
Canadian-American (Can-Am) Committee
This committee periodically reviews options for continuing development of
Eliot at a British Columbia site as well as providing any other input the Board
requests regarding cross-border or specifically Canadian issues.
Liz Goodger, Chair
Creative Arts Eliot Committee
The goal of this committee is for the Creative Arts Eliot camp to be a successful, vibrant and sustainable camp
well into the future. The committee plans and finds presenters for the workshops and addresses issues specific to
CAE as they arise. Committee members have the fun task of always being on the lookout for new creative
workshops and artists to be presenters.
This camp has been growing consistently since its inception, and some campers now consider this camp their
primary camp for the year. Because the number of children and youth at CAE is less than at other camps, the
CAE Committee along with the Children’s and Youth Committees are looking into ideas that would encourage
these younger folks to come back from year to year. Children 10 and older participate in workshops. A children’s
morning program is provided at CAE for children 9 and under.
The committee tries to include a variety of workshops from the visual arts, music, literary arts, active arts, handson arts, as well as offering active non-arts for those family members who might lean more toward outdoor
activities. The committee also tries to strike a balance between returning and new presenters, to balance
consistency with change and variety.
Thirteen amazingly wonderful workshops are being offered at 2019 Creative Arts Eliot, and it will be hard to
choose among them. There will be ten workshops in the AM: photography, watercolor, art quilts, puppets, writing,
improv, hand-dyeing techniques, songwriting, dragons, and active sports; and three in the PM: drumming, ukulele,
and book arts. The camp has awakened latent creativity in many of us! Come join us in the fun!
Joan Sandberg, Board Liaison

Program Committee
Ever wonder how we book the speakers we have at our camps? The
Program Committee does this work. This committee was established
to ensure program quality for adult programming including advanced
recruitment of speakers. We look for programming that is both
spiritual and intellectual in nature and that is consistent with our
Unitarian Universalist focus and principles. As a result of camper’s
feedback, the Board asked us to develop language to acknowledge
the territorial land that Seabeck inhabits. This acknowledgement
would happen at each of our camps and we are looking into ways to
do this respectfully and in a good way. We are also in the process of
developing an evaluation for speakers to engage in, so we can learn
better how to prepare them for camp.
Samaya Oakley, Chair
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Committee Updates, continued
Technology Committee
The technology Committee researches, recommends, and implements
technological solutions to further the Eliot Institute mission.They continue to work
behind the scenes updating and refining our online process for completing camp
registration and surveys.
Michael McDaniel, Chair

Leadership Development Committee
One of the great things about our Eliot community is that we have people with such a wide range of incredible
talents and skills. Most of us have some skills that are already finely honed and others that need refining. The
Leadership Development Committee looks to help people serve our community in a way that feeds their souls
and contributes to the health and vibrancy of our camps and communities. More specifically we do that by
helping to identify and recruit non-Board volunteers to serve on our many Eliot committees and to recruit
experienced Eliot campers as Deans for future camps. Most recently, you may have noticed that there is a camp
staff application form that you can complete to indicate your interest and willingness to serve on staff at camps.
When asked we can also assist deans by recommending camp staff.
Samaya Oakley, Chair
Registration Advisory Committee
This committee serves as a resource to the Administrator and Assistant Registrar as they implement Eliot’s
registration process. The committee provides input when requested on registration concerns, policies and
guidelines, and also approves requests for scholarships. Before the committee receives scholarship applications
for approval, the Eliot Registrar removes the names and any personally identifying information on the
applications. The awarding of scholarships is both anonymous and objective. Income and Net Worth based on
the Median Household Income of the State of Washington is used in awarding scholarships. Thanks to the
generosity of Eliot campers, the Scholarship Fund is well financed.
Joan Sandberg, Chair
Fundraising Committee
The primary focus of the fundraising committee right now is on organizing
the annual Grow Eliot campaign and continuing to build donor relationships.
Ken Kersten, Chair
Nominating Committee
The Nominating Committee seeks qualified volunteers from the Eliot
Community for election to Board of Directors and Nominating Committee
membership. They also manage the election process. Members of this
committee are elected.
Paul Blackburn, Chair
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Committee Updates, continued
Youth Committee
The Youth Committee is a group of dedicated and wonderful
Elioteers who meet a few times a year mostly via online
conference calls and emails. We discuss and make
recommendations affecting Youth programs and issues at all of
the Eliot camps. We are also a resource for Youth Program
staff if they should need anything when planning the incredible
activities at our camps. The Youth Committee is actively looking
for some Youth who attend any Eliot Institute camps to join the
Youth Committee! Let us know if you would be interested or
if you know of someone who would be a great addition. Ian Schurr will be the advisor for another fabulous year of
Youth Group at July Eliot and the August Youth Group will be focusing on Inclusivity with Ayla Halberstadt and
Daniel Munns as co-advisors.
Sacha Wassick, Chair
Children’s Committee
Your Children’s Program Committee is delighted to continue our good work to help create and support vibrant
children’s programming at all of our Eliot Institute Camps. This year, we are focusing on what it means to be a
multi-generational community. We want to encourage everyone to continue to model radically inclusive behaviors
including welcoming people in to our groups and gatherings, making sure to lift up those voices that are not
always heard – including from campers who are not as well-known – as well as being respectful to the Seabeck
grounds and staff at all times. By showing our children what kinds of behaviors we expect from one another and
ourselves, we help them to learn what it means to be in community. To this end, we are asking that campers
consider leaving their electronic devices, specifically their phones, in their rooms while out and about on the
grounds each day. Increasingly, we are noticing an uptick in phone usage while on the grounds and in the
common spaces like the lounge and the meeting hall. Since wifi has come to Seabeck, it is easy to allow our daily
lives to filter in further and further, encroaching on this special time. Our belief is that Eliot is an opportunity to set
aside these distractions and to practice full community. Please be mindful of this request while attending camp
this year, remembering that we are also modeling this behavior for younger generations of campers.
We look forward to another amazing Eliot experience this year!
Joanne Fox and Katy Siepert
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Committee Updates, continued
Health and Safety Committee
The general responsibility of this very important committee is to assure
the health and safety of all campers and the security of property at
camp. It does this by recommending guidelines, procedures, and
policies around health and safety issues related to the whole camp,
especially those related to first aid and waterfront activities.
The H&S Committee has received suggestions in the past and again recently for Eliot to have Epi-Pens available at
camp to treat possible anaphylactic reactions. The committee discussed and researched the use of Epi-Pens and
the recent (2016) Washington state law allowing authorized entities (like restaurants, sports leagues, colleges) to
obtain and administer epinephrine auto-injectors (brand name Epi-Pen). Unfortunately, the requirements of this law
can’t be met given the structure of Eliot camps, so we will not be able to provide Epi-Pens at camps. Anyone
experiencing a severe allergic reaction at camp should call 911. Any camper who is at risk for an anaphylactic
reaction and has been prescribed an Epi-Pen is responsible for bringing, maintaining, and administering their own
Epi-Pen.
More information and Q&As about this issue can be found in the document “Eliot Institute—Information Regarding
Epi-Pens” on the Eliot website under Volunteers >> Camp Jobs >> First Aid or by clicking HERE. I would also be
happy to answer any questions campers have about this topic.
Have fun, be safe, look out for one another, and let the committee know of any potential health and safety
concerns.
Joan Sandberg, Chair
Finance Committee
Under the direction of the Eliot Board Treasurer, and as directed by the Board,
this committee oversees and monitors the financial affairs of the Eliot Institute.
They develop the annual budget, rate structures and financial reports and
recommend budget adjustments as needed. Here is the latest Treasurer’s report:
Hi Folks,
Eliot's finances continue to plod along. No significant changes have been made.
Income and expenses are all as expected. We have been trying to barely not
make a profit (we are a non-profit) but manage to make a very small one anyway.
Be on the lookout for the upcoming Grow Eliot campaign. It's with your help that
we are able to do new exciting things outside of the standard budget and provide
scholarships.
As always if you have any questions about Eliot's Finances feel free to reach out.
Ian Schurr, Board Treasurer and Committee Chair
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Eliot's Eagle Eye
Sees a little, knows a little, tells a little ...
New Eaglets have hatched!! Grandpa Spencer Ehrman got
double the fun on January 10, when twin grandbabies, Evelyn
Rose and Griffin Michael were born. Check out the photo of
Everett Hancock Schiller who was born on February 24th. He’s
the son of Morgan Schurr Schiller and Brian Schiller; grandson
of Sarah and Scott Schurr, and nephew of Ian Schurr. We’re
hoping to see these 3 kiddos at a July Eliot sometime soon! August Elioteers, you have your hatchling as
well: Kalan Wassick and Stephanie Martin welcomed Moze Wassick on December 21.

We also increase our convocation (a free water bottle for the first person who replies knowing
why I used that word) through marriage. Sacha Wassick and Ziyad Hashi were officially
married on July 19 in Qatar, and a traditional wedding will happen in Canada when he arrives
into the country. The presiding judge read one of Sacha’s favorite verses from the Quran,
“God made us into different tribes and families so that we know each other.” Sacha’s parents,
Guy Wassick and Dianne Mylrea were able to travel to be there for the ceremony.
Another wedding in a far off country: Adam Stephenson and Ya Wu were married in China on
November 10, then had a second wedding in Canada on February 16. Marcia and Jim
Stephenson attended both weddings, and had an amazing time exploring China.
And in upcoming nuptial news, Duke Sabourin and Andrea Watson are planning a November
wedding in Mexico. Lynn and Doug Sabourin will get to escape some rainy weather to head
south for the festivities.

The Eagle weeps ...
…Jane Simmons died on February 12. Jane attended many, many Eliot camps, and was probably most famous
for the fabulous t-shirt designs she created for our camps for close to 20 years. Eliot and Seabeck were a very
important part of her life. She made many dear friends and memories in our beloved, intentional community. Jane's
example of leadership at Eliot camps was handed down to her daughter, Stephanie Simmons, and her grandchild,
Xander Winters. The trio attended many camps together, and Stephanie and Xander certainly consider those
some of their favorite Eliot experiences. For all her amazing gifts to Eliot, she received a Golden Hand & Heart
Award in August 2005.
…Warren Jessop died on February 23 after many months of cancer treatment. Our hearts go out to his wife, Mary
Jessop, and all of his family and friends. Whenever I think of Warren, my mind goes straight to his “My brother
Esau is a hairy man…” monologue during the talent show, and I can’t help but smile. Eliot will miss him deeply.
The Eagle always writes this column with a tiny cloud of anxiety resting over her head. Whose news has she missed? She
hates leaving anyone out and apologizes in advance for any omissions. Enlighten the Eagle: send your bit of high-flying’
news to EliotRegistrar@gmail.com for publication in our next newsletter.
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Nominations
The Nominating Committee of the Eliot Board is pleased to announce the
following slate of candidates to be voted on this summer. Our Eliot bylaws
require that the slate is completed by May 1st of each year. It is our practice to
announce it to campers through the spring newsletter. Voting takes place at
summer camps and ballots will be emailed to attendees of Winter Eliot 20182019 who are not registered for a camp this summer. None of the candidates
are running against each other. In summer, you will be voting by acclamation
on the slate as a whole.
Our candidate for the Nominating Committee takes office in October 2019 and candidates for the Board take office in
January 2020. Deep appreciation goes to the Nominating Committee for their work and also to the candidates for
offering to step up to these three-year commitments.
Paul Blackburn, Nominating Committee Chair
Nominating Committee Member
Randi Niemer has been to many Eliot camps with her family in tow as well as by
herself. She has made lifelong friends over the years and holds both Eliot and
Seabeck near and dear to her heart. Randi was the Board President from 2012-2014,
and served as co-dean for the inaugural edition of Creative Arts Eliot. She has also
taken on staff roles at July Eliot and Winter Eliot, and was the August Eliot board
representative in 2013. Eliot truly is her happy place. She is grateful to be able to give
back to this community she loves. Born and raised in Seattle, Randi and her husband
Jim have been married over thirty years and are parents to three young adult children and a fluffy Great Pyrenees.
Eliot Board Nominations
Bonnie McDaniel for Board Member: Bonnie and her family have been joyfully attending July
Eliot since 2010. Bonnie has served in several leadership roles at July Eliot: she served as CoDean in 2016, and has served as Co-Music Coordinator with her husband Michael, and has
volunteered several times to be a small group facilitator. Bonnie is a member of University
Unitarian Church in Seattle, where she volunteered for two years as a facilitator for Wellspring, a
spiritual deepening program for UU members. Bonnie has taught college classes in the social
and cultural foundations of education. She is also an active volunteer in her community, serving
for many years as an advocacy director for her local PTA, and is currently representing
Washington State PTA on a state workgroup developing guidelines for Social and Emotional Learning in K-12
schools. Bonnie is honored to be nominated for the Eliot Board. She looks forward to the opportunity to serve the
Eliot community so that its beloved camps continue to thrive for generations to come.
Sandy Moses for Board Member: Sandy has been attending August Eliot with her family for
10 years as well as Winter Eliot for the past five. During that time, she has served in a number
of capacities including Volunteer Coordinator, Small Group Facilitator and Newcomer Host.
She is also a member of the Eliot Program Committee and looks forward to serving on the
Board as a way to give back to Eliot--her favorite faith/fun community. Sandy recently retired
from Lane County Public Health (Eugene, OR) where she served as Mental Health Promotion Coordinator. She now
lives in Portland where she is a member of First Unitarian Church.
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The Eliot Board

Officers

President - Elisa Wells
President Elect - Rachelle Lee
VP- Mktg/Communications - Karen Valbuena
Treasurer – Ian Schurr

Directors

Ken Kersten
Alex Koerger
Lauren MacNeill
Samaya Oakley (Leadership Development)
Joan Sandberg
Sacha Wassick

Administrative Support

Front: Karen Valbuena, Lauren MacNeill, Rachelle Lee, Renee
Palermo. Back: Alex Koerger, Bev Hesterberg, Ken Kersten, Elisa
Wells, Ian Shurr, Samaya Oakley, Joan Sandberg, Elizabeth Weber,
Sacha Wassick

Bev Hesterberg, Administrator
Elizabeth Weber, Executive Secretary
Renee Palermo, Bookkeeper/Assistant Registrar
Carol Becken, Archivist

For more information or to register, please
visit www.eliotinstitute.org or send email to
EliotRegistrar@gmail.com. Or contact:

Eliot Institute Registrar
Eliot Institute
2628 31st Avenue W
Seattle, WA 98199
Phone: 206-395-8111
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